SHARK's hard-hitting, tenacity going after animal abusers is relentless and expensive. While SHARK is as frugal as possible, traveling is expensive - fuel for our travel vehicles, hotels, food, tolls and vehicle maintenance/repairs aren't cheap.

Please donate here to support SHARK's Work Fighting for Animals!

We have had a number of victories in 2021! To see all the most recent updates, visit our Research Page.

The most recent action was as soon as we found out when the cats were going to be moved, we rushed to OK with our drone and filmed the removal of big cats from the zoo below).

In May, SHARK shut down our first cockfight in Atoka County, Oklahoma. The cockfighting property, taken with our drone. The small boxes at the bottom are where the roosters are kept.

In 2021, we ramped up our efforts against this despicable root and other corrupt police because it is both the right thing to do, towing scam, fix court cases, and allow illegal gambling. SHARK investigators reported a cockfight held at a pit named, "Bald Root here.

Perhaps the most extreme case of SHARK's campaign to crush cockfighting is the most comprehensive, forceful and successful effort ever in the history of the animal protection movement to shut down these vile and disgusting fights.
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SHARK and our partners at the Humane Farming Association took out large ads (below) in multiple KY newspapers. After seeing these ads for promoting gambling. Her name was soon removed from the Sheriff's anti-cockfighting ordinance enforced.

Monterey County, CA.

We returned to California in April and used our drones to see if Monterey County started enforcing the ordinance that going after illegal massive rooster breeding/ cockfighting operations in

In May, SHARK shut down our first cockfight in Atoka County, Oklahoma. You can see our videos about and it is the best way to put a chokehold on cruel, illegal cockfighting.
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